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Beginner's Guide to weighting/rigging a NWN2 (body) model in Gmax
Version 1.00 ([The One] Black Rider - August 2014)
Explanation: Any object that uses a skeleton as part of it's mesh (i.e.; any object that moves),
such as armor, clothing, creatures, and in the case of Skyrim, a bow, requires the object to be
"skinned" to that skeleton. Skinning is defined as rigging (or joining) a mesh to a skeleton.
That means, as the skeleton moves the mesh moves along with it. More on skinning in another
article.
Foreword:
This shows, how to make an existing body mesh workable for NWN2 in Gmax including
rigging/weighting, creation of LODs and Collision Spheres. Although this is written for
Gmax, you'll be probably also be able to use this for Max as a guild line.
If you import an existing model, you'll find, that, sadly, the weighting is out of place. Here is
an example of the imported P_HHM_CL_Body01.MDB. As you can see, the vertices are
weighted near the (right) hip and NOT around the spine region:

So, in Gmax, you'll have to re-weight/re-rig that mesh! For this tutorial, I decided to created
an "impressive tinman suit" from scratch.

Note: Due to "economical" reasons, not all screens come from the same model, so don't be
confused.
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Additional helpful info can be found here:
NWN2-Heads (It's missing some things, since my importer wasn't set up correctly at that time. But still it contains some additional
information.)

http://neverwintervault.org/article/tutorial/gmax-beginners-guide-weightingrigging-nwn2-head-model

Blender Weight Reference:
http://neverwintervault.org/article/tutorial/weightingrigging-nwn2-body-mesh-gmaxblender-weight-reference

___________________________________________________________________________
This tutorial is based on this thread:
http://forum.bioware.com/topic/504482-gmax-weightingrigging-a-body-mesh/
Thanks go out to Hellfire (RWS), who got me started, 4760 and Rolo Kipp for their input..
And very special thanks go out to Semper (again), who actually walked me through this
process and double-checked my results doings (again).
___________________________________________________________________________
What you'll need:
Gmax 1.2 (free - but you'll need to register):
http://www.turbosquid.com/gmax
--You need to find the "granny2.dll" somewhere! I believe, it originally came with Obsidian's
"Expotron" import/export tool, which is not to be found on the vault. Do a search and look for
a description, which says something on "3ds max 6, 7 or 8". That version should be working.

→ It goes into the root directory of Gmax and into the NWN2 game folder.
--The NWN2 - Gmax + 3ds Max MDB Importer/Exporter - MDB Utilities 2.3
by Tazpn:
http://nwvault.ign.com/View.php?view=nwn2plugins.detail&id=27
Setting up the MDB-importer:
After "installing" Tazpn's MDB-importer, make a test import of a "skinned/rigged" mesh, eg.
P_HHM_CL_Body01.MDB. If everything is OK, you should get something like this:
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If you are missing something, e.g. the Collision Spheres, check the NWN2Utils.ini:
It sets a few needed paths. And since the time the tool was created by Tazpn, a few other
versions of NWN2 were published, e.g. NWN Complete or via GOG, and the installation
paths and/or registry entries may have changed.
I have NWN Complete (which installs NWN1+NWN2) and some things seem to have
changed in the path (I used regedit to check the paths):
Original ini-setting:
NWN2Install=[HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE\Obsidian\NWN
2\Neverwinter]=@"Path"
For XP:
@"Path" has changed to @"Location" (the rest is the same)
For Win 7 (64):
@"Path" has changed to @"Location"
"Wow6432Node" has been added to the path, so it's
NWN2Install=[HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE\Wow6432Node\Obsidian\NWN
2\Neverwinter]=@"Location"
And you need the granny2.dll in NWN2 root folder!
Now rigged models are imported with the bones/skeleton and collision spheres!
Still, the importer for Gmax is not working 100%:
- Skeleton is not visualized- Specular Level on texture gets lost
- Envelopes and weighting is out of place
So, you still need to re-weight the mesh (and set the Specular Level to 115 - maybe that's not
for all models!).
Additional Info from Semper:
The GOG version doesn't come with registry entries, so you have to change the nwn2utils.ini
manually. And BTW: You don't have to use an entry of the registry, you could also just use
the installation path of nwn2.
Confirmed! This is working (example path!):
[Environment]
; Install location for NWN2
NWN2Install=F:\Games\NWN2

- IF you get an ERROR, when applying the "Skin Modifier" to the mesh (Vista & Win7), then
try this:
a) For Gmax set these properties: Under "Compatibility" set "Run as Administrator"
→ Try, if it works now. (That did the job for me!)
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b) Registry-fix mentioned by tazpn:
(Quote:) If you are running gmax 1.2 on Vista or Windows 7 and get the following error on
import: CoCreateInstance() failed Please check your registry entries (CLSID), open a
Command Prompt as Administrator and run the following in the Gmax directory.
"regsvr32.exe MAXComponents.dll".
___________________________________________________________________________
General notes:
- For quick testing, use the override folder (in MyDocuments->NWN2).
- Don't create subfolders within your override folder, which contain a model with the same
name (e.g. as a backup), that you want to export. It might interfere!
- Import AND export: Have all the files (model, skeleton, textures) in the directory you import
from and export to (advice from Hellfire-RWS). It might not be necessary, but this way, it's
safe and it works! For Gmax to display the textures, it's easiest to put them here, too.
- IMPORTANT: Always save as a Gmax scene, because this way, skeleton/weighting everything - is kept and changes can be made upon this as a base. Re-importing means the lost
of the weighting/weightmap (again)!
- The model mesh must be converted to "Editable Mesh" before a "Skin Modifier" can be
applied.
- Very important: Make sure, that the mesh is 100% finished! After weighting, moving single
vertex to adjust a position or creating new vertices will probably mess up the whole
weightmap and you might get strange results only to bee seen within the toolset or IG!
- See, that your mesh is only an outer shell = verts/faces only on the outside. Avoid
verts/faces being within the visible parts. Weighting is possible, but very tricky and may
cause a lot of trouble, at least, when you work with the "Paint Weights" tool!
Example - Avoid this:
Arm mesh continuing into the
torso mesh.

- AND make sure, that you have not selected any vertices, when you change to the
skin/weight-modifier, because the weighting will then only affect certain parts, which also
might cause strange results!
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- Model-skeleton: If you are not sure, which one is needed: Import an existing model of the
same type, choose the model mesh, on the right side, click the blue bow-tab, click on the
down-arrow next to "Modifier list" and choose "Skin".

Now use the hammer-tab, Choose the "NWN2 MDB Utility", scroll all the way down in that
rollout and the skeleton file name should be displayed:
If the "NWN2 MDB Utility" is not there: Click the hammer-tab, click the "Configure Button
Sets"-button, raise the number of buttons by 1, scroll the slider down until you see an empty
button, drag the "NWN2 MDB Utility" onto the empty button, name it under "Sets", click
"Save" and "OK".

Within the hammer-rollout, you should now have the "NWN2 MDB Utility"-button. Click it.
You could also choose the model mesh, right click it, choose "Properties" and click the "User
Defined"-tab (or Gmax-Menu → Edit → Object Properties...):

→ You find skeleton files (=*.gr2) in: [YourNWN2Folder]\Data\lod_merged(.zip)
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- Again: IF you get an ERROR, when applying the "Skin Modifier" to the mesh (Vista &
Win7), then try this:
a) For Gmax set these properties: Under "Compatibility" set "Run as Administrator"
→ Try, if it works now. (That did the job for me!)
b) Registry-fix mentioned by tazpn:
(Quote:) If you are running gmax 1.2 on Vista or Windows 7 and get the following error on
import: "CoCreateInstance() failed. Please check your registry entries (CLSID)", open a
Command Prompt as Administrator and run the following in the Gmax directory.
"regsvr32.exe MAXComponents.dll".
- When I test my model IG, while Gmax was still running, my Gmax doesn't show the verts
anymore. I have to completely restart Gmax to get this fixed. (A Gmax reset doesn't do it.)
___________________________________________________________________________
Importing and setting up
If you work with a new mesh, you'll need to import a fitting skeleton = .gr2 (to be found in
NWN2->Data->lod-merged...) in a 2nd step.
When that is done, you can check the import by clicking the "Select by Name"-button:

Remark: I already named my
mesh
P_HHM_CL_Body01,
because I export it into the
override folder and thus can make
quicker control checks in the
toolset e.g. by placing any cloth
model armor into an area and
view it's properties -> "Armor
Set"-tab -> Set "Main Variation"
to 0.

Now, interesting enough, the skeleton is scaled up, but the mesh is not. BTW, the skeleton is
not displayed with visual bones (as it is in Max or Blender). But you can make visible the
"Envelopes" (which can be used to weight the mesh - see further below).
I only show this to prove, that there is a skeleton, since it is not displayed visually. For this, I
added ALL available bones. When rigging/weighting the mesh, not all bones are needed,
which I made kind of visible here! So you better do not do this unless you want to remove
them again later on.
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Add a "Skin Modifier" to your main mesh: Choose this mesh, on the right side, click the blue
bow-tab, click on the down-arrow next to "Modifier list" and choose "Skin".

First you need to add a bone. In the "Skin" rollout under "Parameters" click "Add Bone". A
list of all available skeleton bones will appear. Check the "Display Subtree" field to get a
better overview. Select all the bones (starting with - in my case - P_HHM_skel, then all the
way to the bottom).
Remark: The following
screens are from a different
body model!

Click "Edit Envelopes"
and zoom out quiet a bit:

model mesh
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Now, you COULD scale up your model, BUT it doesn't seem to have influence on the
process/result of rigging/weighting. Just the Envelopes are now displayed in the correct
position. Though, you need to do the scaling BEFORE adding the "Skin Modifier"!
To do so, first delete the "Skin Modifier" from your mesh, click the "Select and Uniform
Scale" button and enter 10000 into the X-field (bottom right):

DO NOT us a "Reset Xforms" (which is often used after scaling)!
Now re-add the "Skin Modifier" and the bones. Click "Edit Envelopes" and you should get
this:
Those grey bars are the
envelope handles (see page 9)
and not the bones!

I mention it here, in case you scale the mesh: On Export, if you scaled the model up by 10000,
you'll have to scale it down again: Select "Editable Mesh" on your mesh(es), choose "Yes"
(=all weightings will be kept, IF a weighting has been done) and "Uniform Scale" with the
value of 1 (NO Reset Xforms!).
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BUT, as far as I saw, this scaling is NOT necessary, since it doesn't seem to have influence on
the process/result of rigging/weighting. I did all the following steps WITHOUT the scaling,
because I use the "Paint Weight" technique and don't work with the "Envelopes". The
rigging/weighting seems to work well without the scaling!
Rigging/weighting
Very important: Make sure, that the mesh is 100% finished! After weighting, moving single
vertex to adjust a position or creating new vertices will probably mess up the whole weight
map and you might get strange results only to bee seen within the toolset or IG!
In this example some verts
have not been weighted to
a bone. Turn around your
model in the toolset or IG
to better locate the missed
verts.

Weighting via Envelopes
You could do the weighting via the Envelopes (here shown on a scaled up mesh):

Remark: This
screen is from a
different body
model!

But that is not my way. So here is a link for working with "Envelopes":
http://phobiagames.150m.com/gmaxtutorial6d.html
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Paint Weights
What I used to rig is to "Paint Weights". For this, the mesh doesn't have to be scaled up!
And again: I did this WITHOUT scaling the model!
For better control: Turn off the texture:
In the Material Editor, deactivate the blue-white cube and the texture will be "turned off".

Don't forget to activate it again before exporting!
And set the lower right (default) viewport to "Facets":
Customize -> Viewport Configuration OR RIGHT-click into the upper left corner of the
viewport -> Other: Facets -> Facets.

Also quiet helpful, if you work in the "solid" view, check "Show All Vertices" under "Skin
Modifier" -> "Display". Now vertices will visualized as white dots. These are the "spots" to
be weighted!
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How to do it:
After you imported the skeleton-file, you have to assign it to the mesh:
Use the NWN2 MDB Utility (tab with the hammer) and enter the name of the skeleton into
the field all the way to the bottom.
You can also RIGHT-click the mesh, choose "Properties" -> "User Defined" tab and enter
them by "hand".
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Settings form
P_HHM_CL_Body01

First I want to do a test, if my model does show up in the toolset/IG. For this, I weight the
whole mesh to one bone only. I chose P_HHM_skel, which is the root pelvis bone:
Add a skin modifier to your main mesh and the according bone (already described above on
page 7). Check the "Display Subtree" box in the "Select Bones" window to get a better
overview.
Just adding a bone (mesh turns blue) to make it show up is not enough for a body mesh!
To make model to show up, you have to add a bone, weight all verts once (eg. to 100% = red
color). You may then reduce the weight back to "nothing" on all the verts by using [ALT] +
weight tool, but this is only for a quick test and the weighting will be removed again for the
actual weighting on more than one bone!
When you selected = added the bone, hit the "Envelope" button and the a bit down the "Paint
Weights" button. If you now move the mouse with in the viewports, a yellow rimmed sphere
will show up. This is your "brush". All verts within this sphere will be weighted to that bone.
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Since the model is so small, the default radius size is much too large. For the test weight, I set
it to 0,75 make it the size of the mesh:

When the mesh is within the circle, click it and it will turn red, which means all verts are now
weighted 100% to this bone.
Activate the texture (Material Editor) and export (make sure, that you have chosen your main
mesh!) the model into your override folder. (Remark: On Export, all those buttons will be
deactivated automatically.)
When exporting, make sure, that the (main) mesh name equals the export-file name!
Open up the toolset, place a cloth armor item in an area and set its appearance under "Armor
Set" to "0" and the new model should show up:
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The skeleton has been assigned to
the mesh, the verts have been
weighted and the model shows
up!
As you can see, the arms and legs
don't align to the hands/boots.
This is because the model arms
are also weighted to this one
pelvis bone (ATM) and thus only
moves with this one bone. When
the arms/legs are weighted to the
right bones, all will be fine!

Example of another model:

Remark: When testing IG, I have the problem, that, (my) Gmax doesn't show the verts
anymore. I have to completely restart Gmax to get this fixed. A reset doesn't do it.
Resetting the weighting:
To add all the other needed bones, the weighting has to be reset. Removing the bone and readding a bone doesn't seem to reset the weighting: Even though displayed in blue, upon
exporting this blue weighted mesh (only one bone), it is still displayed the weighted version.
"Reset selected bone" (under Advanced Params) seems to do the job.
Complete weighting:
You'll need to add and weight the following bones for a body mesh like the original
P_HHM_CL_Body01-mesh (= no hands, shins and feet):
P_HHM_skel = pelvis
Spine
Ribcage
Neck
LArm0CollarBone + RArm1ColarBone = collar region
LArm010 + RArm110 = upper arm
LArm011 + RArm111 = elbow
LArm02 + RArm12 = lower arm
LArm0Palm + RArm1Palm = wrist
LLeg1 + RLeg1 = upper leg & lower pelvis
LLeg2 + RLeg2 = knee
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If the model has hands, you would still need to add and weight LArmOPalmDigit011+012
(=Thumb), etc.
If the model has feet, you would still need to add and weight LLegAnkle (= ankle),
LLegAnkleDigit011 (= toe), etc.
You can find a weight reference for a HHM-body here:
http://neverwintervault.org/article/tutorial/weightingrigging-nwn2-body-meshgmaxblender-weight-reference
It also contains a description on how to use Blender to show the weighting.
Semper said, that the "Spine-bone" needs to be weighted, too. When I was learning to weight
a body mesh, I was working with P_HHM_Body25 and that one doesn't have a weighted
spine. But it probably doesn't hurt to do so, so here are the weightings on P_HHM_Body01
shown in Blender:
Bone name Max / Blender
Front
Back
Ribcage / Ribs

Spine / Spine

P_HHM_skel / Pelvis

According to Semper, the following bones don't have to be weighted, because they are
secondary bones linked to a parent bone:
BHip1, FHip1, LHip1 + RHip1 = Secondary bones of the pelvis bone (=P_HHM_skel)
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According to Semper, the skeleton and all linked bones will be exported. there's absolutely no
need to add them to the skin modifier.
When using "Paint Weights", set the Radius to 0,1 for bigger regions like pelvis, spine or
chest. 0,05 is good for smaller parts. A Radius value 0,01 is a good size to work on a single
vertex.
One click on a blue region will fully weight all vertices to this bone visualized by the red
color. Also, the vertices will now show up (in the mesh-viewports).
Hold down the [Alt] key to reduce the weighting. As long as there is only one bone applied,
Gmax gives you the option between full weight (red) and low weight (blue). Other weightings
will be possible, if a vertex is influenced by more than one bone and thus has to "share" the
weight (see below).
As mention above, if vertices are influenced by more than one bone (maximum is 3 bones per
vert), then the weight is "shared". The amount of the weight is displayed in colors ranging
from a darker orange (= nearly full weight/influence of the selected bone) to yellow (= nearly
no influence).
A Radius value 0,01 is a good size to work on a single vertex. (Left-) Click on a Vertex to
raise the weight of the selected bone. Clicking in combination with the [Alt]-key will lower
the weight.
Remark: This
screen is from a
different model!

If all verts are weighted to their according bones, you are done:

Impressive Tinman-Suit...
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TIP 1:
The body mesh has to be one mesh! Making different parts and linking them does not work.
(Attaching parts does work - this way, they can still be selected as a single part).
Sometimes, this single mesh is hard to weight, if there are parts on top on each other, eg. a
cloak covering the back of the legs. In this case, you can hide parts of the mesh by selecting
the faces and choose hide mesh.
Hiding meshes:
To hide: Select faces + Ignore Backfacing + CTRL + RM to select more than one face ->
Quad-tools -> Hide (Mesh)

But still: even though parts the mesh are hidden (eg. a robe to get a better sight of the rear
parts, which have been hidden by the robe), those hidden parts will be weighted, if you "Paint
Weights" in that region!
TIP 2:
If verts share their weight between bones, the amount can influence the outcome of the shape
IG. Here is an example of one tricky region:
Pelvis (P_HHM_skel) and Ribcage - This is my first weighting of that region a and it resulted
in this belly (right side):

So I had to make adjustments: I weighted the waist (p_hhm_skel) a bit more up and make it
share weights with the Ribcage plus weighted the ribcage a bit more into the waist region.
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TIP 3:
Use the Blender weight reference screens (URL above) to get an idea on where and how
strong to weight verts.
TIP 4:
Verts, which are not assigned to a bone / are not weighted, might not show up at all:

Attachment Points and Face Bones:
Forum Quote: "Attachment Points" (= ap_[name]) are helper objects and are linked to specific
points on the skeleton. These points allow for the game to render things on the model, such as
weapons, shields etc."
According to Semper, the "Attachment Points" are never weighted, because they don't
deform the base mesh. They are just secondary bones, where vfx effects and armor pieces
are attached, so that they move in conjunction with the base mesh.
Additional info:
http://nwn2faithless.blogspot.de/2012/05/creating-new-life-with-expotron-and-max_08.html
http://www.rwscreations.com/RWSForum/viewtopic.php?f=18&t=534
According to Semper, the "Face Bones" (= f_[name]) are only needed (and animated) in
cinematics. This means, that you only need them, if you're creating heads for close ups.

Quote Semper: "Basically it's down to this: The skin modifier contains only bones, which
deform the actually used base mesh. Everything else is linked to such a bone and controlled
through the hierarchy."

Collision Spheres (COLS):
Quote RWS: "Collision are simple Sphere primitives that are made non rendering and have no
texture. these act as block for other creatures to prevent them from moving through each
other."
Collision Spheres are "raw"/"primitive" meshes = NOT turned into "editable mesh" /
polygones!
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Collision Spheres are named COLS00, COLS01, COLS02, etc.
According to Semper, Collision Spheres don't have a certain "must/set" size and not a certain
"must/set" position. They are handled via the link to a certain bone.
Semper sent me an export of the Collision Spheres as mesh and I recreated them in Gmax.
Here are the sizes and positions:
!!! NOTE: Non scaled model positions !!!
Linked bone (G)Max
Pelvis bone (eg. "P_HHM_skel")
LLeg2
LLegAnkle
RLeg1
RLegAnkle
Ribcage
LArm010
LArm02
LArmOPalm
RArm110
RArm12
RArm1Palm
Head

Linked bone Blender
Pelvis
Leg2.l = knee L
Ankle.l = foot L
Leg2.r = knee R
Ankle.r = foot R
Ribs
Arm1.l = shoulder L
Arm3.l = elbow L
Wrist.l = palm L
Arm1.r = shoulder R
Arm3.r = elbow R
Wrist.r = palm R
Head

Radius
0,25
0,211
0,215
0,211
0,206
0,21
0,116
0,115
0,115
0,116
0,115
0,115
0,21

Position
X 0,0 / Y -0,085 / Z 1,139
X -0,116 / Y -0,112 / Z 0,615
X -0,116 / Y -0,18 / Z 0,151
X 0,116 / Y -0,112 / Z 0,615
X 0,117 / Y -0,181 / Z 0,151
X 0,0 /Y -0,115 / Z 1,567
X -0,199 / Y -0,107 / Z 1,633
X -0,309 / Y -0,11 / Z 1,344
X -0,444 / Y -0,08 / Z 1,075
X 0,198 / Y -0,107 / Z 1,633
X 0,309 / Y -0,11 / Z 1,344
X 0,444 / Y -0,08 / Z 1,075
X 0,0 / Y -0,77 / Z 1,83

Note:
- It doesn't matter, if eg. COLS01 is linked to the arm or leg. I linked COLS00 to pelvis = root
bone (eg. P_HHM_skel).
- Ankle-spheres are normally included in foot models (boots).
- Head-spheres are normally included in head models.
-> I just added them here to have a reference!
P_HHM_CL_Body0
1

(To make a sphere semi transparent, select the sphere -> right click -> Properties -> tick "See-Through" under "Display Properties".)
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As you can see, there are slight differences in position and size, if there is a left and right
sphere. This supports Sempers' words, that these spheres don't have a fixed size or position.
Number of segments for the spheres: For example, the number of segments for
P_HHM_CL_Body01 is 32, but a lower number seems to be possible (I have seen it in some
RWS-screenshots somewhere - but NOT tested).
L01/L02 (Level of Detail models)
It seems to be, that you have to freshly/separately weight LOs, since the number of faces/verts
has been reduced and thus the information on the weighting is messed up, when just reducing
the number of faces/verts on a weighted model (eg. via the Optimize modifier).
Shiny textures:
Shininess (eg. shiny metal parts) seems to get lost, when importing a model into Gmax. So,
check in the Material Editor:
These seem to be imported correctly:
Ambient + Diffuse linked/hooked -> 255 (white)
Specular 255
Glossiness 15
The Specular Level seems to get lost. Set it to 115

Thanks to Semper for nailing this down.
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Export:
This has been mentioned before, but since this is the end of the tutorial, once again:
If you scaled the model up by 10.000, scale it down again: Select the mesh and select
"Uniform Scale". In the lower right of Gmax, hit the button next to XYZ, so it's set to "Offset
Mode Transform Type-In":
-> Enter the value "1" and the mesh will be scaled down again. NO Reset Xforms!
AND if you turned off the texture, activate it again before you export!
- END -

